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Abstract

[5]. In his method, control feature points are selected
from the expectation view, and the distance from each
control point to the closest image line is used to estimate the object pose. This algorithm, therefore, requires an expectation view to be suciently close to
the actual view. Lowe developed a general scheme for
the 3D object pose estimation in more complicated
cases, suggesting the applicability of this method to
the motion tracking of 3D objects [9]. The algorithm
rst generates an expectation view and selects the line
segments as model features to be tracked. The algorithm next extracts all line segments from the whole
image by applying an edge detector and performing a
grouping procedure for extracted edges. Easily identi ed image lines corresponding to signi cant visible
model lines are then selected to generate a partial correspondence between the model lines and the image
lines and to update the object pose. This updated object pose is then used to nd a further correspondence
between other unmatched model lines and image lines.
In his method, therefore, if the image features forming the partial correspondence are incorrectly selected,
the algorithm does not guarantee to generate an appropriate estimate for the object pose.
In this paper, we will introduce a new motion tracking method using model-based reasoning and prediction of uncertainties. This method is similar to the
work by Harris and Lowe in usage of an expectation
view to estimate the object position and orientation.

A vision-based motion tracking method described in
this paper estimates the 3D position and orientation of
a moving object of known shape at an average speed of
2.5 seconds per image frame even in complex environments using a conventional computer power. Given
a coarse estimate of the initial 3D object pose, the
method rst generates an expectation view from which
visible model features are automatically selected. The
method then extracts potentially matched image features from image regions bounded by the propagation
of object motion uncertainty. The special aspect of
our vision-based tracking is an optimal correspondence
search for model features and image features in which
we use a Kalman lter-based updating scheme to perform the precise 3D object pose estimation. Experimental results are presented to demonstrate the robustness of the method even in the presence of occlusion.1

1 Introduction
Motion tracking using visual feedback is an important issue in robotic applications. For real-time applications, many researchers have developed hand-eye
coordination algorithms in the eld of visual servoing
[6], [2]. Due to the fast processing speed required for
real-time operation, most of the reported approaches
require simple environments without any occlusion.
Recently, model-based motion tracking using visual feedback has also been introduced. Harris [5]
and Lowe [9] developed object pose estimation algorithms using 3D wireframe models of polyhedral objects. Such algorithms use an expectation view of
polyhedral objects and compare it with line features
extracted from the image to estimate the object pose.
Harris applied his method to the tracking of airplanes
1 This work was done while the authors were at Olympus
Optical Co., Ltd., Tokyo, Japan.

However, we provide a more robust tracking algorithm
even in a complicated environment with occlusion, as
one shown in Fig. 5, taking full advantage of uncertainties involved in prediction and observation. The

fundamental idea of this method is derived from our
previous work called FINALE, a mobile robot navigation architecture using model-based vision [7]. FINALE was mainly developed to guide a robot to a
predetermined 2D destination by updating its predicted robot position through visual observations.
A new motion tracking method described in this

paper, however, deals with an image sequence taken
by a single camera on a real time basis, and precisely
estimates the 3D position and orientation of a moving
object of known shape, relative to the camera coordinate frame, by iteratively processing image frames in
the sequence. In this framework, the camera position
is not necessarily stationary. Even in the case that the
camera is moving in the world coordinate frame, the
method has the capability of estimating the 3D object
pose relative to the camera coordinate frame. In this
paper, we will rst introduce this new motion tracking
method and will then show some experimental results.

2 Motion Tracking Algorithm

An object to be tracked is represented in a local
coordinate frame. In this object coordinate frame,
the object is approximated by a polyhedral shape,
and is represented by a wireframe model in a conventional way [3]. In our current representation of
the object, 3D line segments constituting the wireframe are selected for model features to be tracked
over image frames. A single camera is set up in the
environment, and its location is not necessarily stationary relative to the environment. In order to relate
the object frame to the camera frame, we specify the
origin of the object coordinate frame by a 6D vector
p = [px; py ; pz ; x; y ; z ] where (px ; py ; pz ) represents
the origin of the object coordinate frame relative to the
camera coordinate frame, and (x; y ; z ) the three
angles of yaw (x ), pitch (y ), and roll (z ) [4]. This
6D vector p will be called the object pose vector in this
paper. The problem of motion tracking is, therefore,
to estimate this object pose vector over a time period
using visual observations. In practice, we deal with

this object pose vector as a random vector, and specify the statistics of this random vector by the mean
vector p and its covariance matrix  as described in
the following subsections.
Fig. 1 shows the overall framework of our motion tracking method. Model Database provides a 3D
wireframe model of the object which is represented
in the object coordinate frame. Object Pose Prediction Module predicts the uncertainty involved in the
object motion using the previously estimated motion
trajectory, and then predicts the object pose vector
for the next image frame. Model Feature Prediction
Module rst generates an expectation view, using the
3D wireframe model of the object and the predicted
value of the object pose vector. From this expectation view, Model Feature Prediction Module then
automatically selects signi cant model features, and
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Figure 2: Basic idea of our motion tracking method.
plans observation strategies such as from which regions of the image one should extract the corresponding image features. Based on these strategies, Image
Feature Extraction Module eciently extracts poten-

tially matched image features from the image. Upon
the availability of model features and image features,
Correspondence Search Module nds an optimal correspondence between the model features and the image
features, when multiple image features are extracted
from the restricted image regions. Using the obtained
optimal correspondence, Correspondence Search Module also provides the updated object pose vector and
sends this updated estimate to Object Pose Prediction Module. Using this updated estimate, Object
Pose Prediction Module again predicts the object pose
vector for the next frame. This prediction-and-update
cycle is iterated in our motion tracking method.
Fig. 2 shows the basic idea of our motion tracking

method. The upper part of Fig. 2 displays the motion
of a 3D object in the time sequence. The dotted lines
represent the predicted pose of the object, and the
solid lines the actual pose of the object. Using the
previously obtained estimates of the object pose, the
uncertainty involved in the object motion is predicted;
this uncertainty is represented by the dotted ellipsoid.
The lower part of the gure shows the images taken at
times t1 , t2, t3. At each time, the method generates an
expectation view of the object to select visible model
features. The method then updates the object pose
by an optimal correspondence between model features
and image features extracted from the image. We will
explain the details in the following subsections:
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Figure 3: Expectation view and uncertainty region.

2.1 Prediction of Initial Object Pose Vector
We assume that the object pose vector for the rst
frame is approximately known with a certain level of
uncertainty. More precisely, the uncertainty involved
in the object pose vector p1 for the rst frame is speci ed by the pair of prediction mean vector p 1 and the
prediction error covariance matrix 1. This uncertainty (p1; 1) is called the object pose uncertainty.
For example, the positional deviation for the initial
frame can be as large as the half size of the object,
and the rotational derivation can be as large as 10
degrees in each rotational parameter of x; y ; z .
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2.2 Prediction of Visible Model Features

Figure 4: (a) The Hough transform uses two parameters  and . (b) The uncertainty region in the Hough
space can also be speci ed by the prediction mean vector and the error covariance matrix.

Using a wireframe of the object and the initial estimate of the predicted mean values of object pose
vector, our algorithm rst generates an expectation
view from the camera viewpoint. In Fig. 3, dashed
lines show such an expectation view. Algorithms that
generate such an expectation view are well known in
[3]. From this expectation view, line segments whose
lengths in the view are larger than a prespeci ed
threshold are selected as visible model features so as
to be easily extracted from an actual image.
A key element of this vision-based motion tracking
method is the propagation of the object pose uncertainty into both the camera image frame and the feature space in which many of image features used for
model matching are easily extracted. In fact, the locational uncertainty of model features in the camera
image (expectation view) can also be predicted by the
mean vector and the covariance matrix. Such a propagation can be realized by projecting the prediction
error covariance  of the object pose vector p into
both the camera image and the feature space, using

the Jacobian matrices of the transformations involved
[7].
The uncertainty propagated into the camera image
bounds the regions where the model features should
exist in the camera image. For example, applying an
appropriate threshold to the covariance, we are able
to de ne such a region. We will call this region the
uncertainty region in the camera image. In Fig. 3,
the uncertainty region for model feature A is shown
as the shaded area B, which is created by taking the
enclosure of the uncertainty regions of two endpoints
of model feature A. Fig. 6 shows the expectation view
with such uncertainty regions of visible model features
in the camera image whose original image is shown
in Fig. 5. Similarly, we can propagate the object
pose uncertainty to a feature space such as the Hough
space [7]. The Hough space, formed by the Hough
transform, is speci ed by two parameters q = (; )
to represent a line in the camera image { the perpendicular distance  from the image origin to the line,

and the orientation angle of the normal vector to the
line in the image as shown in Fig. 4 (a). The propagation of the object pose uncertainty into the Hough
space also restricts the region where these Hough parameters take values. Fig. 4 (b) shows such a region
of a particular model feature where the region is speci ed by the predicted Hough mean vector q and the
error covariance matrix Q.

2.3 Extraction of Image Features
For each model feature, image features are extracted from its uncertainty region in the camera image. We, therefore, do not need to make any e ort in

extracting image features outside the uncertainty regions. Since we use the Hough transform to extract

image features, this extraction process is facilitated by
applying the Hough transform to only the uncertainty
region in the Hough space. In other words, image features are extracted from the image by restricting the
regions in both the image space and the Hough space.
In our method, the extracted image features are represented by the Hough parameters r^ = (^; ^). Fig. 7
shows extracted image features corresponding to the
visible model features in Fig. 6.

2.4 Updating of Object Pose Vector
Through Optimal Correspondence
Search
Due to visual occlusions and background conditions, the line extraction algorithm may extract more
than one image feature in the uncertainty region. In
order to precisely estimate the object pose vector p, we
need to nd a correct correspondence between model
features and image features. Our algorithm performs
an optimal correspondence search using the parametric reasoning for model and image feature relations,
originally introduced by FINALE [7]. This algorithm,
performing a constrained search, is veri ed to be robust even in the presence of occlusion and with a large
displacement of expectation and actual views [7].
A key idea of this constrained search is that a single match between a model feature and an image feature constrains the object pose uncertainty, updating
the statistics of that uncertainty. In practice, we use
the Kalman ltering to realize this updating. Given a
single match of model feature s and image feature r,
object pose uncertainty represented by the pair of the
mean vector and the error covariance matrix (p; )
is updated to the pair of the new mean vector and
the new covariance matrix (p(new); (new)). Since this
update reduces the object pose uncertainty, it also re-

duces the uncertainty regions in both image and feature spaces for other model features, and therefore allows subsequent model features to be easily matched to
image features in the subsequent search process. In

addition, the new estimate of the object pose vector
is indeed obtained as the by-product of the Kalman
lter-based updating.
In the actual steps of the search process, the algorithm looks for an optimal correspondence in a branchand-bound depth- rst search mode [7]. We introduce
optimal criteria based on the match probability of
model features and image features to evaluate each
correspondence. The detail of this optimal correspondence search will be shown in the next section.
Fig. 8 shows the result of the optimal correspondence search. In this gure, model features are projected back onto the camera image using the updated
object pose vector. Therefore, Fig. 8 demonstrates
the accuracy of our pose estimation process.

2.5 Prediction of Object Pose Vector for
Next Frame
Once the object pose vector is estimated through
the optimal correspondence search, the object pose
vector for the next image frame is predicted using a
linear prediction scheme. Let tk denote the time index to the next frame to be predicted and tk?1, tk?2
be the time indices to the previous two frames whose
object pose vectors pk?1 and pk?2 have been already
estimated. Then the object pose vector pk at time tk
can be predicted by
p ? pk?2
pk = pk?1 + k?1
tk?1 ? tk?2 (tk ? tk?1) + k

(1)

where k represents the error component for the prediction, and its mean vector and covariance matrix are
assumed to be known from the a priori knowledge of
the object motion. The prediction error component k
a ects the object pose uncertainty for the next frame
tk , and again the object pose uncertainty of the next
frame is represented by the prediction mean vector p k
and the prediction error covariance matrix k , which
can be directly computed from the statistics of k .
In our current implementation of the next frame
prediction, we use the simple linear prediction scheme
expressed in Eq. (1). Of course, we will be able to use
a more sophisticated scheme. But as will be shown
in the experimental results, our method of pose estimation is robust enough to apply the above linear
prediction scheme.

3 Optimal Correspondence Search

As described in the previous section, we wish to
deal with a correspondence search using some optimality criteria. This section will brie y present how we
de ne optimality criteria based on the probability of
match. Let us assume that each model feature si (i =
1; 2; :::;n) has a candidate pool Bi of image features
Bi = fri 1; ri2 ; :::; rim ; nilg where ri j (j = 1; 2; :::; m)
represents an image feature extracted from the image, and nil symbol denotes the case that no image
feature is matched to model feature si . Such a case
happens especially when occlusion is involved. Our
correspondence search problem is then nding how to
select a single candidate ri from Bi for each model
feature si. We de ne the optimality criteria according
to [7]. More speci cally, an optimal correspondence is
a match of (s1; r1), (s2 ; r2), ... , (sn; rn) such that
(1) the number of nils in fr1; r2; :::; rng is minimum,
(2) an objective function D becomes optimal.
The rst condition states that we like as many
model features as possible to be matched to image
features, of course without violating parametric constraints among these features. The second condition
expresses how well such parametric constraints should
be satis ed in terms of objective function D. We now
explain how we will select this objective function D.
Before Correspondence Search Module nds an optimal correspondence between model features and image features, we are given the object pose uncertainty
(p; ) of object pose vector p. So we consider the
probability that model feature s is matched to image
feature r given the object pose vector p:
prob(s ! r j p):
(2)
As we described in the previous section, we are able to
propagate the object pose uncertainty into the Hough
space. For each model feature s, we represent the
propagated Hough space uncertainty also by the prediction mean vector q and the prediction error covariance matrix Q. Given the knowledge of the prediction
of the object pose vector p, it is natural to say that
if an extracted image feature denoted by its measured
vector r is closer to the predicted Hough mean vector q , model feature s is more likely to be matched
to image feature r. In practice, we approximate the
probability of match in Eq. (2) by
prob(s ! r j p)h
i
= 2p1 jQj exp ? 12 (r ? q )T Q?1(r ? q ) :
Now we consider the probability of match for two
pairs of model features and image features: (s1; r1)

and (s2 ; r2). This probability can be written using
the conditional probability as
prob(s1 ! r1 ; s2 ! r2 j p)
= prob(s1 ! r1 j p)  prob(s2 ! r2 j s1 ! r1 ; p):
Let us consider the condition part like (s ! r; p) of
this probability. When we are given the object pose
vector p and the match of model feature s and image
feature r, a parametric constraint among these three
vectors can be expressed by the following form:
f (s; r; p) = 0
(3)
where f is a two-dimensional function since the measurement r is a two-dimensional vector, and its actual
form is shown in [7]. Given such a parametric constraint equation, we are able to revise the statistics of
object pose vector p. Such a revision can be realized
by the extended Kalman lter developed by Ayache
and Faugeras [1]. In reality, the measurement of the
Hough parameters r is contaminated by noise, and we
represent the measurement by the measured Hough
parameters r^ and the expected error covariance matrix R. Then the parametric constraint of Eq. (3)
revises the statistics of the object pose vector to
 (1) = p ? K f (s; ^r; p )
p
(1) = (I ? KM) 
where K, M and W are computed by
K =  M T (W + MM T )
M = @ f (s@;p^r; p )
 @ f (s; ^r; p )   @ f (s; ^r; p ) T
R
:
W =
@q
@q
The important thing here is that the object pose uncertainty (p; ) is updated to (p(1); (1)) through the
constraint expressed in Eq. (3). Therefore, using the
updated uncertainty p(1) = (p(1); (1)), the probability of match for the two pairs can be interpreted as
prob(s1 ! r1; s2 ! r2 j p)
= prob(s1 ! r1 j p)  prob(s2 ! r2 j p(1)): (4)
Now we consider a more general case such that
the probability of match among n pairs of model features and image features, namely (s1 ; r1), (s2 ; r2), ...,
(sn; rn). By iteratively using Eq. (4), we obtain the
probability as
D = prob(s1 ! r1; s2 ! r2 ; :::; sn ! rn j p)
= prob(s1 ! r1 j p)  prob(s2 ! r2 j p(1))  :::
 prob(sn ! rn j p(n?1)):

We use this probability as the objective function for
the optimal correspondence search.
When the search procedure nds an optimal correspondence, the new estimate of object pose vector is
automatically obtained as the by-product of the optimal search through the Kalman lter-based updating.

4 Experimental Results

We implemented this motion tracking method in a
SUN Workstation SPARC 10. We tested the method
with a rigid body object whose shape was similar to
a manipulator hand as shown in Fig. 5. We set up
a complicated background environment, and a human
generated various types of object motion. We took six
series of image frames in various situations to investigate the stability and the robustness of our method.
Due to the lack of mobile camera facilities, we have
not moved the camera adaptively to the object motion
in this experiment. We used a standard monochrome
TV camera and a digital video recorder to capture 30
image frames in one second, and transferred them to
the SUN Workstation as 8-bit monochrome images of
512  480 pixels. Prior to the experiment, the camera
was calibrated as a pinhole camera model using the
algorithm developed by Lopez-Abadia and Kak [8].
All processes in our method were done o -line in
the SUN Workstation based on the images of 512 
480 pixels. No special processor or hardware was used
in this experiment. In the current stage, we estimated
the initial pose of the object by manually setting the
object at an approximately predetermined location
and orientation. Every other frame (15 frames in one
second) was processed, and each frame required approximately 2.5 sec in processing. In most cases, our
method successfully tracked the object motion. Although we have not carefully examined, the positional
error in estimation was less than 1 cm, with respect
to the object size of 20 cm. The rotational error in
estimation was less than 1 degree.
Figs. 5 through 10 show the experimental result for
the case where an obstacle caused a signi cant visual
occlusion. Fig. 5 shows one of the 30 original image
frames, and Fig. 6 displays the expectation view with
propagated uncertainty regions. In Fig. 6, the dotted ellipses represent the uncertainty regions for point
features. For the extraction of line features, the uncertainty regions for line features were created by combining the uncertainty regions of two endpoint features.
Then the algorithm used the Hough transform to extract line features within the bounded regions. The
extracted image features are shown in Fig. 7. Using the optimal correspondence search procedures de-

scribed before, we found an optimal correspondence.
By using this optimal correspondence, the object pose
vector was updated. Fig. 8 shows the result of optimal
correspondence and estimation process. In the gure,
the white lines indicate the model features that are
reprojected onto the original image using the updated
object pose vector. This gure, therefore, displays the
accuracy of the pose estimation.
Fig. 9 shows four image frames processed just prior
to the image frame shown in Fig. 8. Again the expectation view is reprojected onto the original image
using the updated object pose vector. Although the
obstacle causes a signi cant occlusion, the algorithm
successfully tracks the object motion. Figs. 10 (a) and
(b) show the pose estimation process over the entire
sequence of image frames. Fig. 10 (a) shows the positional change of the z coordinate (pz ) over the image
frames. (Note that the z axis is perpendicular to the
camera image plane.) Dashed lines show the predicted
object z position, and solid lines the updated z position. Fig. 10 (b) displays the change in roll angle z .
Dashed lines show the predicted roll angle, and solid
lines the updated angle. As shown in Fig. 10 (b), initially the rotational deviation in roll z was as large as
10 degrees, but such a large deviation is canceled out
through this vision-based motion tracking. Since we
simply use the linear prediction scheme shown in Eq.
(1), the prediction is not necessarily smooth. However, the updated trajectory shows the stability of our
method. Despite a large change in both the orientation and the location of the object and a visual clutter
caused by an obstacle, these experiments verify the robustness of our method.
The average processing time for each frame requires approximately 2.5 sec on the SUN Workstation. The processing time in each module shown in
Fig. 1 is: (1) Model Feature Prediction 0.10 sec, (2)
Image Feature Extraction 2.0 sec, (3) Correspondence
Search 0.30 sec, and (4) Object Pose Prediction 0.05
sec. The Image Feature Extraction is the most timeconsuming process, since it requires image le manipulations on the SUN Workstation. This processing will
be, of course, greatly reduced by using more hardwareoriented image processing tools.
Note that estimating the 3D pose of an object from
a single image is sometimes su ering from an ill-posed
problem. Since the output of our estimation consists
of a pair of the mean vector and the error covariance
matrix, the uncertainty caused from singularity in a
single-frame estimation is automatically propagated to
subsequent frames so that such uncertainty may be reduced during the processing in the subsequent frames.

5 Conclusions

This paper presented a robust vision-based motion
tracking algorithm using the Kalman lter-based prediction/update scheme. Estimating the 3D position
and the orientation of a moving object of known shape,
the algorithm successfully tracked the object motion
even when partial occlusions were involved. Currently,
we are planning to quantitatively evaluate the robustness of our algorithm. Our future research subjects
include the speed-up toward a real-time operation as
well as the automatic coarse estimation of the initial
pose of the object.
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Figure 7: Extracted image features are superimposed
onto the original image shown in Fig. 5.
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Figure 8: The model wireframe view is reprojected
onto the original image using the newly estimated object pose vector. This gure, therefore, demonstrates
the accuracy of the pose estimation.
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Figure 9: The object pose vector is estimated over the
image frames before the time of the image frame shown
in Fig. 8. These frames were taken at time indices 2,
4, 6, and 8 shown in Fig. 10. Again the wireframe
view is reprojected onto the original image using the
updated object pose vector.

Figure 10: (a) The predicted and updated estimates of
object position pz over the image frames are shown.

(b) The predicted and updated estimates of object orientation z (roll angle) over the image frames are
shown. In both gures, the dashed lines indicate the
prediction, and the solid lines the update. Note that
the time index shows the frame number of the image
taken every 1/30 sec.

